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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to find out operating
characteristics of merger.

It is hypothesized that acquir

ing firms have more leverage than acquired firms have and
they are more profitable due to utilization of latent debt
capacity.

Results were consistent with the hypothesis that

acquiring firms were more levered and increased their debt
after the acquisition.

However, acquiring firms had not

shown better operating profitability after the acquisition.
This finding would be inconsistent with the hypothesis.
Also, it supports that acquiring firms use non-equity forms
such as convertibles and warrants to acquire firms.

Other

results suggest that acquiring firms probably practiced
differential price-earnings ratio strategies.

vi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The performance of conglomerate corporations contin
ues to be of interest to the financial community during the
last two decades.

Studies by Reid(1968), Weston and

Mansinghka(1 971 ), and Melicher and Rush(1 973,1 974-) provide
empirical evidence on the operating performance of conglom
erate firms over time.
However, empirical evidence pertaining to the acqui
sition related performance of merger is lacking in the fi
nancial literature.

Only Melicher and Rush(l974) study shows

some evidence on the subject.

In their study for 1960-1969,

they examined a certain pre-merger financial characteristics
of conglomerate companies as well as the companies they
acquired and surveyed the extent to which conglomerates may
have achieved profitability or leverage benefits from their
acquisitions.
In Weston and Mansinghka1s(1971) study, the higher
returns on net worth of the conglomerate firms resulted from
the larger and increasing percentage of leverage employed by
them during the decade of the 1960s.

The effects of the

higher leverage of conglomerate firms on their longer-run
success, however, has not been fully justified.
1
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Within the above framework, this paper will examine
the acquisition related characteristics of the merger for
the 70s focusing on the latent debt capacity and its effect
in the next few years.

Justifications for the theme are as

follows: 1) Data needs to be more updated. 2) Debt charac
teristics of pre-merger and post-merger would be justified
within corporate merger framework.

3) Longer-run effect of

financial position must be examined.
It is hypothesized that acquiring firms have more
leverage than acquired firms have and they utilize more debt
after the merger.

And acquiring firms will achieve more

operating profitability in the longer-run due to "latent
debt capacity".

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Studies of mergers have increasingly focused on con
glomerate mergers for particular reasons.

In the United

States, the 1950 amendments of Section of the Clayton Act
have enabled the regulatory authorities to virtually elimi
nate horizontal or vertical mergers if either company has a
10$ market share.

Hence the main merger activity since the

1950s has been conglomerate mergers.
A wave of conglomerate mergers was said to have ac
crued during the late 1960s.

Tax and anti-trust consequences

became less favorable by 1969, and conglomerate merger acti
vity then declined sharply.

It has again been on the rise

during the late 1970s, though, raising important issues of
financial economies as well as of public policy.
While numerous empirical studies have been made,
merger theory has been slow in emerging.

Also, the economic

rationale for conglomerate mergers seemed to be the weakest.
One possible motive of conglomerate merger is finan
cial gains from merger that a differentially higher priceearnings ratio can achieve gains in earnings per share for
acquiring firms.

If merger terms represent a differentially

higher price-earnings ratio for the acquiring firm, that
3
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firm's earnings per share after the acquisition will be
higher and the acquiring firm will achieve earnings accre
tion.

However, the differential price-earnings ratio theory

and its immediate effects on earnings per share have no va
lidity as a theory for measuring the potential gains of a
merger,

since it is valuation, not earnings per share, that

is the relevant test.
Another possible motive focuses on the issue of
whether or not synergy is achieved by mergers.

If synergy

occurs, the value of the combined firm exceeds the value of
the individual firms brought together by mergers.
Myers(1968), Schall(1972), Mossin{l973) have all ar
gued that value is conserved (value additivity) under addi
tion of income streams(mergers).

However, Myers paralleled

the earlier Modigliani and Miller(1959) formulation by using
a partial equilibrium approach in which prices and other
parameters are assumed to be constant.

Schall's contention

was that the capital markets are complete and perfect, and
Mossin's study pointed out that the equilibrium allocation
of income(hence also the marginal utilities of all investor)
is invariant with respect to a change in the number of trad
ing instruments due to merger.

Thus, at the theoretical

level, the conditions under which value is conserved(even
assuming the absence of synergy) are more restrictive than
generally acknowledged.
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Thus there is considerable disagreement about wheth
er synergy is achieved in conglomerate mergers from the
sources just described.

Most of the theoretical literature

of finance has assumed no synergy in conglomerate mergers
and has analyzed pure financial effects.

In theory of Chung

and Weston, conglomerate mergers occur for the purpose of
capturing those investment opportunities in the acquired
firm's industries that are relatively more favorable than
those in its own industry.

The acquiring firm needs the

firm-specific factors of production and tye organization
capital of the acquired firm to make the investment success
ful.

The combined firm becomes better able to internalize

the investment opportunities by initially lowering the costs
of capital and then developing more organization capital.
Thus a conglomerate merger represents the preservation and
better utilization of the firm-specific factors of the ac
quired firm and the more general organization capital of the
acquiring firm.
Levy and Sarnat(1970), show that an economic advan
tage can not be achieved by a purely conglomerate merger,
but that capital costs may possibily be reduced.

The use of

excess internal cash flows of acquiring firm may eliminate
the cost of raising funds externally and provides differen
tial tax benefits.
Lewellen(1971) argued that an economic advantage
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may result from the greater debt capacity provided by the
merger of entities whose return patterns are not perfectly
correlated.

He makes a case for a financial leverage-related

acquisition motive in the form of taking advantage of latent
debt capacity.

That is, it is argued that by acquiring a

less levered firm, the acquiring firm's debt ratio is lower
ed and consequently there develops a potential for more
borrowing.

This is an appealing motive in light of the fact

that conglomerate firms have chosen to employ highly levered
financial structures.
Higgins(1971) demonstrated that the possible increase
in the return-variance ratio for stockholders is offset by
a decrease in the return-variance ratio for debtholders.
Lintner(1971) specified the condition under which
investors would experience gains from conglomerates even
with perfect capital market.
Galai and Masulis(1976) point out the confusion in
volved between the value of the merged firm and the positions
of the debt and equityholders.

Bondholders receive more

protection since the stockholders of each firm have to back
the claims of the bondholders of both companies.

The stock

holders are hurt since their limited liability is weakened.
The debt-to-equity ratio of the merged firm can be increased
to offset the decrease in the volatility of the merged firm's
rate of return.

The increased amount of debt implies that

7

the total value of the firm is increased through merger due
to the tax deductibility of interest payments.

They suggest

that this may explain some conglomerate mergers.

Empirical papers dealing with conglomerates have
been of three kinds.

The first was a concern with their

operating characteristics.

In a study ended in the early

1960S, Reid(l968) concluded that conglomerate mergers satis
fied the desires of managers for larger firms, but did not
increase earnings or market prices.

He utilized three meas

ures he characterized as reflecting the interests of mana
gers and three reflecting the interests of stockholders.
He suggests that more actively merging firms and firms that
diversified to a greater extent in their merging activity
scored higher on the criteria related to managers' interests
and lower on criteria related to stockholders' interests.
For the later period, 1958-1968, Weston and Mansinghka
(1971) found that conglomerates as a group raised rate-ofreturns on total assets up to the average for all firms.
They contend that many firms became conglomerates through
defensive diversification activities.

They concluded that

firms with depressed earnings were able to increase profit
ability to an "average earnings performance" level through
diversification.

Consequently, conglomerate firms may have

sought to merge with relatively more profitable firms.
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In the Melicher and Rush study(l 974-) for 1960-1 969,
conglomerates acquired more profitable firms than did con
glomerate acquired and, by using levered securities to fi
nance many of their acquisitions, conglomerates may have
been able to take advantage of "latent leverage capacity"
as well as reduce the impact of acquisitions on their pre
merger returns on common equity.

A second type of empirical paper has focused on con
glomerate performance within the context of the Capital As
set Pricing Model.

Weston et al.(l972) compared conglomerates

with mutual funds using annual data for 1960-1969, and found
that conglomerates provided higher ratio of return to system
atic risk.

Also, the degree of diversification achieved by

the conglomerates has been substantially smaller than that
achieved by mutual funds.

Conglomerates firms appeared to

emphasize financial techniques of utilizing differential price
earnings ratios, increasing the use of debt and devising com
plex financial instruments.
Their results are consistent with the conclusion that
the major objective of conglomerate mergers was not diversi
fication in a risk-reducing sense alone.

Their risk-return

performance will depend on 1) the nature of the opportunities
available and 2) the quality of conglomerate firm management
of their operations.

Their findings support the hypothesis
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of an economic rationale for well-conceived and efficiently
managed conglomerate firms.
Melicher and Rush(1973) analyzed conglomerates
against a matched sample of non-conglomerates.

Operating

comparisons were based on annual data, while market comparisions utilized monthly data over the period 1965-1971.
Conglomerates exhibited higher levels of systematic risk,
but not significantly different achieved rates of return or
other performance measures.

Therefore, conglomerate diver

sification may be an effective means for obtaining defensive
diversification, but it does not seem to be an effective
vehicle for obtaining superior or outstanding performance.
Although beta measures of investment risk show that conglo
merates are associated with significantly higher degrees of
systematic risk, the traditional standard deviation measure
of total investment risk indicates that the two groups are
quite comparable.

However, the employed financing strategies

of the two groups were found to be significantly different.
Conglomerates used significantly larger proportions of finan
cial leverage to finance their asset bases as well as signi
ficantly larger proportion of convertible securities.

These

strategies probably account for the significantly lower con
glomerates price-earnings ratios.

Investors seem to have

fully considered in the pricing of conglomerate equity se
curities the increased financial risk and potential for
substantial dilution of equity interests.
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Joehnk and Nielsen(1974) compared levels of system
atic risks and coefficients of determination for 21 conglo
merates and 23 non-conglomerates for 1962-1969. Their study
initially examined the immediate effects that conglomerate
acquisitions have on the beta level of conglomerate and
non-conglomerate acquiring firms.

The results of the short-

term comparative analysis have indicated that systematic
risk behavior tends to be responsive in varying degrees to
major conglomerate merger activity.

At the same time, the

results clearly revealed that the responsiveness of beta to
premerger market related variables was considerably greater
for the non-conglomerate firms.

However, their results of

the comparative long-term analysis suggested that the dif
ferential effects of conglomerate merger activity on system
atic risk are more of a marginal or limited nature.

That

is, unless the firm conducted extensive merger activity,
the long-run performance of beta and coefficients of deter
mination indicated that conglomerate mergers have only con
tributed to increased absolute and relative systematic risk
levels.
Mason and Goudzward(1976) compared 22 conglomerates
against randomly selected portfolios having similar asset
structures for the years 1962-1967.

Their hypothesis was

that managerial control would confer advantages to the con
glomerates and therefore that their performance both in terms
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of returns to invested capital and returns to stockholders
would be superior.
this position.

However, their results do not support

Investors would have earned higher rates

of return on the simulated portfolios than on the conglom
erates in spite of the fact that the greater financial lev
erage of the conglomerates should result in improved returns
to stockholders.

Hence, they concluded that conglomerates

performed statistically worse,

on the basis of both return

on assets and return on equity, compared to an unmanaged
portfolio of similar industry investment.

The third type of empirical study utilized residual
analysis to remove market and industry effects, thereby
testing for possible gains from mergers, as well as overall
market efficiency.

It is to measure the impact of values

changes on the shareholders of acquired and acquiring firms.
Usually, in the literature, the behavior of the return on
common stock is studied for up to 1 00 months prior to the
merger event and for the acquiring firms for 40 months fol
lowing the merger.

The merger event will be the reference

date from which analysis of the behavior of returns is made.
The procedure begins with an adjustment for the market pre
mium.

In addition, a wide range of other influences that

might occur at some particular time is averaged over the many
different time periods and companies in the merger sample.
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The statistical procedures are designed to hold
constant the influences of all factors other than the merger
event.

A comparison can be made between the average returns

of the merging firms and the returns that would have been
predicted from the market line relationships between return
and risk.

The residuals are averaged over all the merging

firms in the sample for the months before and after the mer
ger event.

These average residuals are also cumulated for

a number of months and termed the cumulative average resid
uals or CARs.
Hogarty(1970) concludes that mergers have a negative
effect on the profitability of the acquiring firms, and a
neutral effect on the sum of acquired plus acquiring firms.
For 4-3 firms, he develops an investment performance index
based on changes in stock market values.

He then compares

these indexes for acquiring firms with similarly constructed
indexes for their respective industries.

On an annual basis

the mean difference between the investment performance of
acquiring firms in mergers and their industry average was a
negative 5 percent.
Halpern(1973) found that larger acquiring firms in
a merger tended to have an adjusted positive gain, but his
sample excluded firms such as conglomerates with considerabl
merger activity.

His analysis indicates that on average,

merger information is available for seven months before the
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announcement date.

From the twenty-third until the eighth

month prior to announcements, the cumulative average resid.uals are randomly increase and decreasing.

From the seventh

month onward, they increase and steadily, average residual
values are small and vary in size until the large positive
value is encountered in the seventh month.

He also calcu

lated price premiums for both acquiring and acquired firms.
While the premium accruing to .smaller firms was significantly
greater than zero at 5 percent level, the premium accruing
to larger firms was not.

His results suggest synergy in the

performance of the smaller firms which is reflected in prices
paid by acquiring firms.
Mandelker(1 974-), utilizing the two-factor market
model, found that owners of acquiring firms earn normal re
turns, owners of acquired firms experience an abnormal return,
but that overall markets are efficient with respect to infor
mation about mergers.
pothesis.

Above results were based on two hy

One was that the market for acquisitions is per

fectly competitive and the other was the hypothesis of effi
cient capital market.

Stockholders of acquiring firms seem

to earn normal returns from mergers as from other investment
production activities with similar risk levels.

The average

residuals for the acquiring firms are generally positive,
but not statistically significant.

Stockholders of acquired

firms earn abnormal returns of approximately 14- percent, on

u
the average, in the seven months preceding the merger.
This suggests that the acquired firms may have been operat
ing at below their optimal levels of efficiency, and the
mergers were seen as increasing the effectiveness of their
operations.

With respect to the hypothesis of efficient

capital markets, Mandelker's findings are consistent with
the view that the stock market operates efficiently with
respect to information on mergers.
Ellert(l976) examined the risk and return character
istics of 205 large corporations whose merger activities
were challenged by the Antitrust Division of the Department
of Justice or the Federal Trade Commission over the period
1950-1972.

His study indicates that the impact on the market

prices of merging firms takes place 7 to 12 months prior to
the actual merger.

For acquiring firms, his evidence indi

cates that while the cumulative average residual is generally
positive during this period, it is either not significant or
the magnitude of the change in CAR during this period is
small.

His evidence is inconsistent with the managerial

theory and also with the monopolistic exploitation theory,
at least in providing monopoly gains to acquiring firms. His
evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that mergers per
form a useful economic function in reallocating resources
from less efficient to more efficient users.

Therefore, his

study leans in the direction of differential efficiency theory
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or synergy as the explanation rather than the managerial or
monopoly theories.
Langetieg{1 978) re-examines the magnitude of stock
holder gains from 149 mergers, using four alternative twofactor market industry models in combination with a matched
non-merging control groups.

In his tests, he concludes that

some external influence affected both the merging firms and
the control firms in a similar way over similar time periods.
For example, the acquired firms had a significantly negative
cumulative average residual of 12.6 percent over the time
interval{-72,-19) months and a significantly positive stock
holder gain of 10.6 percent over the time interval(-6,-1).
But the non-merging control firms also exhibited negative
excess returns in the time interval(-72,-19).

Also, he

found that post-merger excess returns were found to be in
significantly different from zero, providing no support for
merger.

In pre-merger performance, the acquired firm exhib

ited an average excess return of 6.11 percent.

The acquired

firm fared somewhat better with an average excess return of
12.9 percent.

These positive pre-merger excess returns in

dicate that the merger contributes to stockholder welfare.
However, he suggests that the gain is too small to conclude
that enhancement of stockholders welfare is the sole motive
for merger.

While the merger's impact if consistent with

the hypothesis that the manager acts to maximize stockholder
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welfare, the small stockholder gain also suggests that per
haps another motive such as managerial welfare, may have
also been an instrumental cause of the merger.
Dodd(1980) studied the daily abnormal returns to
stockholders of bidder and target firms in both completed
and cancelled merger proposals for NYSE firm.

In both com

pleted and cancelled merger proposals, target shareholders
on average, earn approximately 13 percent abnormal return
at the time the offer is initially announced.

For complet

ed mergers the CAR from 10 days before the proposal to 10
days after approval is 33.96 percent.

For cancelled mergers

the CAR from 10 days before the proposal to 10 days after
cancelation is 3.69 percent.

For target firm-initiated can

celations, the CAR is 10.95 percent.

For bidder-cancelations,

the target CAR over the same period is 0.18 percent.

For

stockholders of bidder firms, in both completed and cancel
led merger proposals, there is evidence of negative abnormal
returns of -7.22 percent and -5.50 percent respectively, over
the duration of proposals.

In conclusion, there is a nega

tive reaction to cancelled proposals.

Also, target cancela

tions are taken as a signal by the market that the bidder
has uncovered a profitable opportunity.

Bidder cancelations

may be taken as a signal that the target does not represent
a profitable investment opportunity.

CHAPTER 3

SELECTION OF MERGER SAMPLE
A sample of acquisitions was constructed from sepa
rate lists of mergers and acquisitions prepared by the Fed
eral Trade Commission(l980).

The Federal Trade Commission

records manufacturing and mining mergers where the acquired
company has a minimum of $100 million in pre-merger assets.
Federal Trade Commission classified three types of merger
categories, horizontal, vertical and conglomerate.

Within

the conglomerate category, they made subcategories with the
product extension and market extension.

Most of the studies

about the merger focused on the conglomerate firms to com
pare with non-conglomerate firms.

However, this study will

focuse on the any merger if it is a major acquisition.

-]

Because the purpose of this paper is to find out the operating
characteristics of the merger.
From 1970 to 1977, the Federal Trade Commission
classified 115 merger, that the acquired firm had assets
more than $100 million.

Sufficient published firm date are

1. "Major" means that the acquired firm had assets
over 100 million dollars.

17
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o
available, however, for only 45 out of them. Among them,
10 mergers involved in horizontal mergers, k mergers in
volved in vertical mergers and 31 mergers were classified
as the conglomerate based on Federal Trade Commission report.

2.

see Appendix A for sample firms

CHAPTER K

METHODOLOGY
Three types of variables were selected for purposes
of providing some insight into the acquisition-related per
formance of merger firms.

Variables were grouped on the

basis of: 1) size measure; 2) earnings performance measures;
and 3) factors influencing earnings performance.
Three size measures-total assets, net sales, and net
profits-were included to control for the possible impact of
company size differentials on performance patterns.
Earnings performance measures included: 1) earning
power(i.e.,earnings before interest and taxes divided by
total assets); 2) return on total assets; 3) return in sales
and U) return on common equity.
Leverage and price-earnings multiple variables were
grouped under the heading "factors influencing earnings per
formance".

Financial leverage was measured in two ways:

1) total debt(current liabilities and long-term debt) to
total assets; and 2) total leverage(total assets less common
equity) to total assets.
A price-earnings ratio was computed by taking the
average of the high and low common stock prices and dividing
by the E.P.S. figure at the end of fiscal year.
19
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The previously defined financial characteristics
were computed for companies involved in merger.

Acquired

and acquiring firm's data prior merging were computed
firstly and, then, three year performance for the combined
firms was computed.
Size-adjusted measures also were computed.

They

indicate the immediate post-merger percentage change in the
acquiring firm's financial

ratio which occurs by combining

the pre-merger financial data of the merging firms.

CHAPTER 5

RESULTS
The analysis of acquisition-related financial per
formance was conducted as follows.

First, acquiring firm

measures by examining operating characteristics and leverage
Second, post-merger performance were examined with the same
focus above.

Third, size-adjusted financial measures were

contrasted between the two groups.

1) Acquiring versus acquired firm relationship
For firms included in this study, the data indicate
that acquiring firms were significantly larger than then
acquired firms in terms of pre-merger sales, assets and net
profits.

From the Table 1 on the next page, acquired firms

were characterized by lower operating profit levels.

Espe

cially acquired firms had significantly lower returns on
common equity.

This can be probably explained that acquir

ing firms were able to achieve a higher return in common
equity(relative to the firms they acquired) because of the
employment of favorable financial leverage.

The acquiring

firms were more levered than were their merger partners but
not much significantly.

Anyhow, this will support the hy

pothesis that the acquiring firms are more levered than are
21

TABLE 1.

MEAN VALUES FOR SELECTED VARIABLES
($=Million)
POST--MERGER CHARACTERISTICS

PRE-MERGER CHARACTERISTICS
Acquiring
Size Measures
Total Asset

Acquired

1 st year

2nd year

3rd year

$ 1691.71
(2390.54)

$ 294.91
(286.40)

$ 2094.68
(2580.16)

$ 2309.67
(2775.76)

$ 2529.32
(3164.31 )

Net Sales

$ 2050.16
(3094.49)

$ 360.45
(309.22)

$ 2377.94
(3258.99)

$ 2833.93
(3636.48)

$ 3268.16
(4475.61)

Net Profit

$

$

$

$

$

Profitability
Earning Power

99.34
(1 57.67)

9.68
(37.50)

114.32
(148.71 )

133.50
(175.03)

158.74
(244.27)

.1342
(.0631)

.1111
(.0790)

.1225
(.0524)

.1253
(.0401 )

.1293
(.0415)

Nl/Total Asset

.0648
(.0344)

.0567
(.0513)

.0595
(.0370)

.0593
(.0244)

.0634
(.0276)

Nl/Sales

.0629
(.0523)

.0573
(.1229)

.0583
(.0454)

.0547
(.0360)

.0605
(.0567)

.1325
(.0880)
Factors Influencing Performance
Total Debt/Total
.4514
Asset
(.0904)

.0629
(.2609)

.1278
(.0697)

.1330
(.0465)

.1388
(.0465)

.4456
(.1 372)

.4651
(.0971 )

.4689
(.1091 )

.4624
(.1 095)

Total Leverage

.5171
(.1056)

.4968
(.1304)

.5365
(.1110)

.5473
(.1112)

.5439
(.1100)

P/E Ratio

12.14
(16.76)

8.86
(8.16)

12.42
(16.43)

47.51
(238.77)

8.39
(4.64)

3.62
(2.08)

1 .24
(5.30)

3.68
(2.20)

3.97
(2.26)

4.02
(1.71)

Nl/Common Equity

EPS
w(

) = Standard Deviation
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the acquired firms.

The table also indicates that acquir

ing firms possessed significantly higher pre-merger priceearning ratios relative to the firms they acquired.

This

provides evidence that acquiring firms may have employed
differential price-earnings ratio strategies.

2) Post-merger performance
The data in the Table indicates that acquired firms
showed steady increase in total assets, net sales and net
profits with bigger size due to combined effect.

However,

they did not make any better performance in terms of profit
ability.

Their earnings power, return on total assets and

return on net sales did not show better performance than the
pre-merger performance did, even though they had the increas
ing trends.

This evidence supports that there was no synergy

effects in the merger.
Despite their weak post-merger performance in terms
of profitability, rates of return on common equity wer-e
achieved significantly during the three-year period. This
evidence supports that the merger activities were occured
by offering no-equity forms of securities in exchange or uti
lizing delayed equity forms such as convertibles and warrants.
These findings also further support the "latent leverage
capacity" motive.
The leverage of combined firm increased steadily
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TABLE 2.

SIZE-ADJUSTED MEASURES
Firm Acquisitions

Variable s
Size Adjusted
Profitability

Mean Values

Standard
Errors

Earning Power

1.958

6.049

Hi/Total Asset

4.189

8.082

Nl/Net Sales

1.573

7.565

Nl/Common Equity

9.071

13. o n

Size Adjusted Factors
Influencing Earnings
Performance
Total Debt/Total
Asset
Total Leverage

.112

.880

-.766

.674

^Size-Adjusted refers to the percentage changes in the
acquiring firm's pre-merger ratio which occurs immediately
after the merger. For instance, if it is Earning Power;
EBITa + EBITb
(

) - 1.0 ) X 100

TAi

TA,
Where

EBIT,

(

EBIT
TA
a
b

=
=
=
=

TAi

Earnings Before Interest and Tax
Total Assets
Acquired Firm
Acquiring Firm
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after the merger.

This would support the hypothesis that

acquiring firms utilize more debt after the acquisition.
These findings seem to be consistent with the latent debt
capacity motive-particularly if the motive is extended to
include "latent leverage capacity".

E.P.S. and Price-earning

ratio also showed increasing trends.

3) Size-adjusted financial measures
The third stage in the acquisition-related analysis
focused on the immediate impact of size on the acquiring
firm's profitability and leverage ratios.
presented in Table 2.

The results are

For example, "size-adjusting" the

earning power measure involves computing the immediate postmerger "combined" earnings before interest and taxes to
total assets, dividing this post-merger ratio by the acquir
ing firm's pre-merger earning power ratio, subtracting 1.0
from the residual, and then multiplying by 100.

A similar

procedure was employed for computing all other size-adjusted
ratio contained in the table 2.
By observing the table, acquiring firms were able to
generate immediate improvments of two percent on earnings
power and four percent on return on total asset measures.
These findings would have different results from the previous
section.

Actually, they had negative performance on these

categories.

This means they could not utilize its increased
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capacity from the merger.
The immediate post-merger impact on the acquiring
firm's return on common equity was also positive for acquir
ing side.

This would further support the previous findings

in the Table 1.

The use of delayed equity forms such as

convertibles and warrants would result in more favorable
actual post-merger returns on common equity.
Size-adjusted leverage factors confirm the leverage
findings contained in the earlier section to a certain ex
tent.

Acquiring firms, on the average, able to reduce their

leverage ratios by approximately .7 percent.

And, to the

extent that they could return to their pre-merger leverage
ratios by issuing more levered securities, they would be
taking advantage of a "latent leverage capacity".

CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY
In this study,

operating characteristics of merger

for 1970-1977 were examined.

Hypothesis was that acquiring

firms would have more leverage than acquired firms before
merger and therefore they would utilize more debt due to
latent debt capacity.
Pre-merger characteristics of both acquiring and
acquired firms were examined, firstly.

The study indicates

that acquiring firms were significantly larger than then
acquired firms in terms of pre-merger sales, total assets
and net profits.

Acquiring firms were more levered than were

their merger partners but not much significantly, which would
support the hypothesis.
Secondly, in the study of post-merger characteris
tics, the results were consistent with that acquiring firms
utilized more debt after the acquisition.

However, one

interesting finding of this study is that acquiring firms
achieved relatively lower levels of operating profitability.
This is contrary to the hypothesis that more debt capacity
would result in more profitability.
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Other results suggest
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that acquiring firms probably practiced differential priceearnings ratio strategies.
Thirdly, size-adjusted measures were studied.

Ac

quiring firms were more levered than the acquired firms,
they were able to achieve immediate reductions in their pre
merger ratios.

This also further support the hypothesis.

APPENDIX A

LIST OF SAMPLE FIRMS
Acquiring Firms

Aquired Firms

Merger yr.

Bendix Corp

American Forest Prods

1 970

Warner Lambert PH

Parke Davis fi Co

1 970

U.S. Smelt RFG. MNG

FED Facific Electric

1 971

National Steel Corp.

Granite City Steel

1 971

Colgate-Palmolive

Kendall Co

1 972

Jim Walter Corp

Panacon/Radio Corp

1 972

Pepsico Inc

Rheingold Corp

1 972

U.S. Filter Corp

Slick Corp

1 972

Rockwell International

Collins Radio Co

1973

Fruehauf Corp

Kelsey-Hayes Co

1 973

United Technologies Corp Essex INTL INC
Knight Newspapers

Ridder Publications

Int'l Mineral 6 Chemical Commercial Solvent Corp

1 974
1 974
1975

Colt Industries

Garlock INC

1 975

International Paper Co.

General Crude Oil

1975

Gulf 6 Western Corp

Kayser-Roth Corp

1 975

United Technologies Corp Otis Elevator Co

1975

Baker Oil Tools

Reed Tool Co

1975

Signal Companies

Universal Oil Prod

1975

D P F Inc

Interstate Brands

1 976

Gulf & Western Corp

Marquette Co

1 976

Northwest Inds

Microdot Inc

1976

Colgate-Palmolive

Riviana Foods Inc

1 976

Lear Siegler

Royal Inds Inc

1 976

GE

Utah Int'l Inc

1 976
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Acquiring Firms

Acquired Firms

Merger Yr.

Kaneb Services

Diamond Co

1 977

Kennecott Copper

Carborundum Co

1 977

Alleg Lud Inds

Chemetron Corp

1 977

Louisiana Land & Expl.

Copper Range Co

1 977

Champion Int'l

Hoerner-Waldorf

1 977

Gulf Oil Corp

Kewanee Inds Inc

1 976

Union oil of California

Molycorp Inc

1 977

General Signal

Sola Basic Inds

1 977

Walter Kidde & Co

Victor Comptometer

1 977

National Dis 6 Chem

Emery Inds Inc

1 978

Lousiana Pacific Corp

Fibreboard Corp

1 978

General Signal

Leeds & Northrup

1 978

LTV Corp

Lykes Corp

1 978

Johns-Manville

Olinkraft Inc

1 978

I C Inds Inc

Pet Inc

1 978

Gulf & Western

Simmons Co

1 978

Allis-Chalmers

American Air Filter

1 978

Consolidated Oil & Gas

Burns R L Corp

1 978

Eaton Corp

Cutler-Hammer Inc

1 978

Johnson Controls

Globe-Union

1 978
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